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our firm

a young, innovate firm located in Bozeman, MT
focused on creating new ‘crossover ideas’ that
merge unlikely disciplines through design. At the
forefront of all of our work, we focus on
innovating markets with hidden potential to
become something extraordinary through
strategic marketing and engagement. Through
our work, we encourage the lost arts of our age
to find a new purpose and presence in society
through architecture.
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re[innovate]adj.

Elly Usick
Denver, CO

Lauren Waldenberg
Kalispell, MT

Laura Steppel
Fort Collins, CO

Alix Kress

Poolesville, MD

Nathan Heldt
Billings, MT

firm members [+ our favorite Montana landscapes]

partners [ montana state university library planning committee]
Molly Arrandale
Michaela Bader
Michelle Gollehon
Hannah McKelvey
Jodi Rasker
Jan Zauha
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the pitch
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“Writing and books are losing it’s place as technology over
powers our society. Many resources and influential
writers’ contributions are being pushed to the way
side due to a lack of engaging awareness.”
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project summary
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Project Description
The Ivan Doig exhibit is focused on displaying the work of Ivan Doig,
increasing interest in writing, and showcasing the ‘living archive’ at MSU’s Library
within a setting that is intended to engage and inspire others in a new way, ie. fair,
non-library setting, or traveling exhibit.
The main focuses of the “Voices and Vistas” exhibit will be: People in the
Montana landscape, the process of writing, and the celebration of small towns
and ordinary people that Doig didn't think of as ordinary at all. The exhibit will
inspire respect, appreciation, and awe for how significant even the smallest parts
of life are. Many people take these things for granted, but Doig strove to
highlight the magic of everyday life. This exhibit has the opportunity to change
the experience of the fair and diversify the customer demographics while creating
an awareness for the wonder that books and writing have to offer in the form of
one Montana author’s history and work.
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value proposition
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Value Proposition Statement

“Voices and Vistas” focus on displaying Ivan Doig’s work in a non-traditional
setting with the potential to spread engagement, interest, and awareness of the
‘living archives’ at Montana State University. This exhibit has the opportunity to
change the experience of the fair and diversify the customer demographics
towards a group with a vested interest in sharing and communicating
information, entrepreneurs. While creating an extraordinary experience within
an ordinary setting, an awareness for inspiration that books and writing bring
will be renewed through one Montana author’s history and work.
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the allies + the players

These groups are contributors in getting the Doig exhibit up
and running for the Big Sky Fair. They are providing design and
programmatic ideas as well as knowledge of Ivan Doig and the
archives. The personal investors share a personal connection
to Doig and exist as an excellent source of information and
care for the legacy of Ivan Doig.

Montana State University

These groups would support this exhibit because it could bring
added value to them as well. The Doig exhibit brings a new
audience to the fair with the potential of increasing the fair’s
revenue. Similar players in other towns may be interested in
the ‘traveling exhibit’ that the Doig exhibit could become in the
future.

Greater Bozeman Community

MSU Library

The Montana State University Library is a part of the University
and they are involved because the won the bid for the ‘Ivan
Doig’ Archive. The most important player in this project.

Downtown Local Businesses

The local businesses in downtown are a part of the Bozeman
Community. They are involved as they could help market the
exhibit and bring awareness to Ivan Doig. Potential revenue for
business because of marketing strategies.

Montana State University
(School of Architecture)

The School of Architecture is a part of the University and was
asked to help create the Libraries vision for the Ivan Doig
Exhibit. Mainly involved for the design skills. Project led by
Mike Everts.

Bozeman Public Library

They are located in Downtown Bozeman and have a wealth of
knowledge at their service. They could help bring more interest
to the exhibit, be a second home for the exhibit, and could
provide information that could tie the exhibit to Montana in a
more universal way.

Personal Investors
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The Players
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The Allies

Fair Participants

Carol Doig

Carol is Ivan Doig’s wife, her involvement is to shed light on
a more personal perspective of Doig and can help provide a
proper remembrance/tribute to her husband.

Betty Mayfield

She is librarian and close friend of the Doig’s. She created the
inventory of everything in the Doig archive. Her involvement is
primary as a source of knowledge and personal connection.

Fair Participants (4-H)

Marcella Walter

She is a close friend of the Doig’s and a fellow researcher who
often worked with Doig. Her involvement would be helpful for a
more in-depth knowledge of the content of Doig’s work.

Yellowstone Writing Project Their prompt for the competition to was to write about ‘the

Big Sky County State Fair

The fair is the host of the exhibit. They have the customer base
that is beneficial for potential visitors of the exhibit.
They are a part of the fair experience and do what Ivan Doig
wrote about in his books, a close relationship with Ivan’s book
content.
Montana Landscape’-they offer another perspective on what
Doig writes about and will bring a variety customer base.
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the customers (target)

Target Customers

Of Doig’s Work: BABY BOOMERS

ENTREPRENEURS

1. 55 to 75 years old
2. As of 2015, 17.2% of Montana’s population was over the age of 65.
3. Many readers have added tie to or interest in Montana and its lifestyle
4. Many individuals of this age group would not be using the digital
archives of MSU due to the lower level of technology skills that older
generations possess

Of the Big Sky Fair:
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1. Gender: Make 53%, Female 47%
2. Age: 27.6 median
a. >20: 22.8%
b. 20s:31.9%
c. 30s: 16.3%
d. 40s: 8.5%
e. 50s: 8.6%
f. 60s:6%
g. 70s+: 5.8%
3. Race & Ethnicity
a. White: 92.3%
b. Asian: 2.5%
c. Black: 0.7%
d. Hispanic: 3%
4. Marriage Status: 36% married, %3% never married. Divorced 8%, widowed 3%
5. Family Structure:
a. Size: average 2.3
b. Households: 44%
c. Married: 79%
d. Birthrate: 3%
e. Single people: 64%
! Origin: 41% from MT, 25.6% from west
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Existing Customers

ACADEMICS
1. Total Professors 579
a. Professor 192 (M 147/F 45)
b. Associate Professor 192 (M 105 / F 87)
c. Assistant Professor 182 ( M 83 / F 99)
2. Race
a. White 87.8%
b. Asian 2.7%
c. Other 3.4%
d. Muli 1.3%
e. Hispanic 1.4%
f. Indian 0.8%
g. Black 0.4%
h. NR Alein 2.2%
3. Employment
a. Total 3670 people
o Full time vs Part time 2334/1336
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Red Ants Pants
Sarah Calhoun
Age: 35
Gender: Female
Income: $ 98,000
Education: Environmental Design,
Gettysburg College

Beartooth
Michael Monaghan
Age: 40
Gender: Male
Income: $80,000
Education: Bs, Business Montana
State University

Personality type: Driven and motived
to “do good” in the world instead of making
money. A strong work ethic which and determination which have led her to be successful. She is
very friendly and passionate about her work and
others. She prefers small towns with history and
a sense of community. She is supportive and
believes in the power of women and keeping the
work local and supporting the community.

Personality type: Enthusiastic and
passionate and dedicated to his work. He loves to
take risks and try out new strategies or markets. He
cares about the people he is around and has found
that he works better in smaller groups where he
can have an influence and be part of the decision
making process. He feels strongly about helping the
younger generations thinks that it is important to
share with them tactics and methods to be successful and make the world a better place.

Passions: She loves to be outside in
the landscape; hiking, hunting, cutting firewood.
She is very interested in music and small town
performances. She also enjoys spending time
with her dog Nellie and cat Magpie within the
town of White Suffers. She enjoys reading books
about the environment and landscapes which are
preserved in addition to business and entrepreneurship books.
Origins: Sarah grew up in Connecticut and began her journey west as and came to
Bozeman around 2006 before moving to White
Sulphur Springs

Passions: Michael really enjoys running
marathons and surfing when not working on the
next greatest technology. He is also very dedicated
to his family (2 kids and wife) and loves to explore
with them during the weekends and when the kids
are not in school. He also enjoys the quietness of
the open planes and small city life, after coming
from large corporate cities like New York and L.A..
He also enjoys reading science fiction and imaging
a world beyond. Aspects of designing and developing new technology really excite him. He was a
comedian when he was younger and still enjoys
making jokes and people laugh.
Origins: Michael grew up in Michigan and moved to
Bozeman in 2013.
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client profiles
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Target Customer (Client Profiles)

Dry Hills Distillery
Jeff Deoge
Age: 32
Gender: Male
Income: $50,000
Education: Moonshine University, KY
Personality type: Jeff has always been
a humble guy and wanted to be the best person he
could be. He is very detail oriented and passionate
about providing the best products. He is very easy
going and adapts well to any change or obstacles
that cross him. He is also very confident in his work
and places great trust in those around him.
Passions: Jeff has always enjoyed the
farming lifestyle and the family connection that
comes with a 5 generation farmer. He enjoys spending time and talking about the business, community
and everyday life news with his with his wife and
family. He enjoys driving around the farm and taking
day trip fishing trips.
Origins: Butte, MT still lives there but in
2015 opened a tasting room in 4 corners

Dean at
Montana State University
Jenifer House
Age: 45
Gender: Female
Income: $211,200
Education: Bs and Doctorate, Management information Systems, University of
Arizona
Personality type: She is great leader,
she can effectively communicate her colleagues and staff. She also cares deeply
for the students with in the college and
that they are able to succeed and have
the best learning environment. She is
a great problem-solver and promotes
positivity throughout the college. She is
also very high energy and get excited
about her passions. She also believes
that it is important to share positive and
inspiring information which allows for
students and adults alike to keep growing as individuals.
Passions: Jenifer enjoys to go outdoors
whenever she has a free moment. She
enjoys playing tennis, running, hiking or
biking. She also enjoys spending time
with her 3 kids and husband and watching them play soccer and basketball.
She also enjoys playing her violin in the
Bozeman symphony. She also is very
passionate about the growth of Bozeman
and the business sector and how small
businesses can grow and stay in the
Bozeman area.
Origins: Grew up in Idaho and moved
to Bozeman in 2012 after working in
Arizona.

Teacher at
Professor at
Sacajawea Middle School
Montana State University
Becky Brown
Paul Thrill
Age: 27
Age: 57
Gender: Female
Gender: Male
Income: $ 28,500
Income: $181,800
Education: B.A. in Education from MonEducation: B.A and M.A. in History from
tana State University
Montana State University and PH.D. in
History from University Delaware
Personality type: Becky is very patient
and understanding which she exercise
Personality type: He is very focused
daily with her students. She has a strong
and dedicated to research and making
believe in the education of the future and
this accessible to others in the academic
being a positive role model. She is very
world. He is methodical about his actions
supportive and sensitive to others emoand choices, always looks to see how
tions. She also has great self-control and
this will benefit him or those around him
a love for helping others. She is upbeat
in the future. He is very comfortable in
and fun and looks for the best in every
the academic realm but separates himsituation.
self from large community events. He is
also very much of a perfectionist when it
Passions: Teaching and watching student
comes to elements which he can control.
grow is one of her biggest joys and loves
He is very reserved until he is an environto work with camps to lead short trips for
ment which he feels comfortable.
the local kids. She also enjoys hiking and
running with her two dogs. Snow shoeing
Passions: Paul is a published academic
is also one of her favorite winter hobbies.
writer and loves to research and write
In her free time she likes to photograph
about the historical environment and
the Montana landscapes and make small
technology which we use in these setvideos with her boyfriend. She shares
tings. Traveling is another one of his
these images and videos on her blog
passions, he likes being absorbed and
which has some of her drawings as well.
exploring other cultures. When he is
home is like to eat and spend down town
as well as walking around the neighborhood. Running 5ks with his wife is one
of his favorite things to do in the fall and
spring.
Origins: He grew up in Pennsylvania and
moved to Bozeman in 2006 to teach and
continue his research.
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the challenge + solution ‘value innovation’

The Solution

Currently, Ivan Doig’s work reaches a very set audience of older-generation
individuals interested in the Montana lifestyle. This presents the challenge of
encouraging other age and interest groups to read Doig’s books. On top of this,
The city of Bozeman is unaware of the resource of knowledge MSU’s Library
has on Ivan Doig and his work. The Library at MSU and the Big Sky Fair have
an opportunity to collaborate and bring awareness not only to this resource, but
also of Doig’s work in general, through an interdisciplinary designed
exhibit. This can diversify the demographics of the fair and bring attention to the
Ivan Doig Exhibit while exciting readers of all ages to engage with one of Doig’s
books.

A non-traditional exhibit about Ivan Doig that encourages new demographics to
engage and share Ivan’s story. Visitors to the exhibit will learn more about Ivan
Doig and the MSU Library Archives while becoming disseminators of the
information themselves. The exhibit will feature an interactive exploration
through Doig’s life with a focus on writing, landscapes, and history. These ideas
will be rendered in a 3-Dimensional format presently and will later be built as a
life-size space.

voices + vistas
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The Challenge
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market opportunity + economic viability
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Market Opportunity

Economic Viability

Market Opportunity for Big Sky Fair Exhibit:
-Country Bookshelf
-Downtown Businesses- Montana Gift Corral, Galleries
-Investment in Montana landscape- more personal investment after reading books, more
sensitive to what occurs with the land, land use and government regulations

Combining of exhibit audience and fair audience brings more people to each respective
experience (people at fair that otherwise wouldn’t attend exhibit may attend it and people
going to see exhibit may partake in the fair events) - can bring added profit/awareness for
each. This could work in a similar fashion in other towns that could ask for the traveling Ivan
Doig Exhibit to come to their town’s event in order to increase the audience and financial
gain.

Market Opportunity for Future Exhibits:
-Traveling exhibit- reach a wider range of people
-Mobile Opportunity- life larger than just this fair
-Investment in Montana landscape- more personal investment after reading books, more
sensitive to what occurs with the land, land use and government regulations
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Competition
-Value of our exhibit in relation to other exhibits around
-What businesses downtown could potentially be funders/could benefit by marketing?
-This increases the variety of what exists and creates a new way to interact at the fairgrounds
-Academic aspect of exhibit separates it from potential competing exhibits that are targeted
towards children and static exhibits
-This exhibit creates a unique opportunity that combines academic values with interactive
exploration
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the site
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Gallatin Fair Grounds_
Big Sky County Fair

The exhibit will be located in the first exhibition building of the fairgrounds, close to the
entrance for the fair. Dock Dogs, silent contests and quilting are all located around the
exhibit. The location close to the entrance and the context of the surrounding exhibits is a
prime location for the exhibit to attract visitors.
Site Map of Fair Grounds_Gallatin Valley

22
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the site_analysis

Site Analysis and Space Programming
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Existing Floor Plan of Building with Ivan Doig Exhibit

Relationships to Surrounding Zones of the Fair
Adjacent and Nearby
Exhibits and Program
Elements

Relation to Ivan Doig Exhibit

Quilting
Photography

Tie in to photos of the
Ivan Doig Exhibit?

Creative Arts

Tie in with writing of Ivan Doig
Exhibit?

Static Nature

Fine Arts
Misc Static Exhibits
(Attached Buildings)

Circulation route

Main Entry

Circulation route, tie to rest of fair

Parking
Dock Dogs
Kids Pedal Tractor
Connection to these as other zones of
interactive and motion exhibits

Aussie Animals
Super Science
Indoor Shopping

Nearby zone with people present, potential
to bring this traffic to exhibit

Restrooms

Potential smell

Critical Connection
Convenient Connection
Conflicting Connection
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For the beginning phase, we individually gathered conceptual ideas about the how we
envisioned the exhibit within the space. Each of us responded with various ideas about how
we perceived the exhibit looking within the space. In general, we looked at how to divide
space and occupy it three-dimensionally. Specifically looking into objects that could help us
tell Ivan Doig’s story.
After our meeting, we received feedback with regards to ideas about how we envisioned
defining space and the most important focal ideas for Doig’s story. With this feedback, we
were able to make more concrete decisions about what needed to be within the space for the
exhibit.

schematic design_phase 1

Initial Ideas
- Typewriter Pages
- Exploded Sheep Wagon
- Sheep Process vs. Writing Process
- Temporal quality
- Varying types of people create different materiality of space
- Interactive area where visitors can give feedback & become a part of the exhibit
- Spaces where opposing processes overlap
- Ordinary as extraordinary
- People and landscapes
- Small Towns
- “Imagine yourself as a writer”
- “What’s your MT story”
- Idea of sound and how Ivan Doig wrote about sound
- Recordings of Ivan Doig reading
- Audio archive of natural sounds
- Porous exhibit- move through as you wish, not 1 set path to learn information
- “Take a photo with the book covers”
- Typewriter you could step on or whack - more interactive- larger- on floor typewriter - kids and
adults could “type” on it

Design Ideas vs. Target Customer Market
Seniors

Adults

Teens

Children Fair Go-ers Academic Visitors

Type Witter Pages
Exploded Sheep Wagon
Sheep Process vs Wrtiting Process
Visitors part of exibit
MT Story
Sound Recordings
Photo Booth
Floor Type writter

26
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Phase 1_ Beginning Sketches (Meeting 1)

schematic design_phase 1
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Sketch One:
This sketch focuses on the idea of
a maze-like process; the process of writing
and the “Montana” process. The boards are
set up to be walked around in an exploratory way with various exploded processes
or hands-on activities. The maze opens up
to a typewriter that can be used. This creates
an emphasis on the process of writing in the
middle of space. The typewriter becomes a
diamond in the rough and a treasure among
the rest of the exhibit. This creates a juxtaposition between two very separate processes
that come together through Ivan Doig.
Sketch Two:
Similar to the other sketch, this
emphasizes process through Montana and
writing. Various pieces of the exhibit extend
in various ways throughout the exhibit. One
side would have part of the writing process
with the other side containing information
about Montana life. The main idea however,
would be a scavenger hunt through the
exhibit. There would be different activities or
props that can be used at each station. At the
end, if you find everything or try every spot,
you can get a prize or enter to win something.
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The first sketch talks about the
idea of using all planes of the
space to display words, quotes,
and letters from Ivan Doig’s
books. Looking to represent ‘getting lost in the process of writing.’
This display could be interactive
and overall a unique experience,
putting yourself ‘IN’ a book.

The second sketch talks about using ordinary objects to create an
extraordinary landscape. People
would have the opportunity to
physically create a landscape
with color coordinated ordinary
objects, like a paint by number.
These arrangements could be
photographed and brought with
to other exhibit locations.

The third sketch talks about
‘What’s your Montana’ story.’
Finding a way to involve the
artists/makers of the community with the visitors of the fair.
Promoting you to write your
Montana story on a 2x2 block and
then being able to take a piece of
2x2 art with you (locally made).
An exchange of stories.
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schematic design_phase 1
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Sketch 1

This sketch highlights a space in which visitors could be truly immersed in the work of
Ivan Doig and have the opportunity to “Add
to the Story” themselves. The space features
bands of information on Ivan Doig spanning
the room from floor to ceiling and left to right.
Interspersed within these bands of educational
information on Doig are interactive opportunities for visitors. The left wall could be magnetic
and have the small word magnets on it for visitors to combine their own sentences together,
adding to Ivan Doig’s work. Actual sentences
and phrases from Doig himself could be on magnets as well for inspiration and a starting point.
The back wall shows a “What’s your favorite
landscape?” zone in which photos of the landscapes Doig loved could be on display (where
the black rectangles are) and visitors could vote
on their favorite and/or take photos with them
as a backdrop. The white rectangles leave room
for guests to paint or draw their own favorite
landscape and hang it up with Doig’s images.
The activities in the space could evolve, but the
concept of utilizing all planes (floor, ceiling,
walls) in the space to engage visitors could carry
through in many ways.
Sketch 2

This sketch looks at a way to use typewriters
within the space. The scrolls of paper could
run vertically upward as an individual types on
the typewriter. The scrolls could be hung from
a track in the air, with the used portion of the
scrolls, and other fully used scrolls, draped over
the track. Other visitors could edit and add to
the written work on the reverse side as a way
to continue the story’s life even after it is typed
on the typewriter. This could be combined
with other activities in the space, and all

walls could be used for information and
photographs.
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The sketch on the left presents the information about and related to Ivan in a newspaper fashion.
Article like columns tell different story. Panels will be left allowing for visitors to write their own
story and have it ‘published’ in the Ivan Doig Exhibit News Paper. Writing and drawing stations will
be available for the visitors. As the stories grow so do the paper and the articles can begin to move
up the wall. There will also be a place where one can sit and listen to the sounds of the landscape or
look at images from across the state.

The sketch on the right incorporates information about Ivan which is located on the walls which
then allow for visitors to post their stories as well. These stories can be about anything related to
their experience with Ivan, ranch life, or living in MT. There will be a writing or drawing station that
will incorporate the type writers as well as paper and pencils which visitors of all ages can use. On
the right side of the space there is a large MT view which visitors can take pictures with provided
props. Also a scaled or real or image of the sheep wagon will be present which will allow for the
visitors to discover the design as well as importance to MT and Ivan.

31

schematic design_phase 1
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Phase 2_Within the Space (Meeting 2)

For this next phase, we distilled our ideas and the librarian’s comments from the initial
meeting down to two conceptual renderings to understand how the exhibit will sit within
the space. We looked at ways in which we could use the sheep wagon to abstractly divide
the space into circulation zones, display zones (static vs. dynamic) and activity zones (kids,
adults, Yellowstone Writing Project Area). This phase incorporated specifics about the needs
of the exhibit (from the librarians) layered with conceptual display ideas from us; this
combination allow for the space to come to life.
This concept takes a sheep wagon and uses its individual components to create a space within
the Doig exhibit. The wagon is vignette exploded (something like the attached image) and
surrounds the center of the exhibit. At the center would be one or multiple typewriters where
users can share their Montana stories after moving through the space. On each component of
the wagon that would be hanging an image or piece could be displayed either with or without an
explanation. The significance of the piece could be directly related to the size of the component
from the sheep wagon (something significant in Ivan’s life could be displayed on or next to a
small bolt from the wagon.)
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After our meeting, we received feedback with regards to space arrangement and general
impression of exhibit within space. Overall, the renders were received well and the librarians
were excited about the ideas about abstracting the sheep wagon as a means of organizing
the exhibit.

33

schematic design_phase 2
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Scheme 1:
Renderings,
Floor plan overview,
and sectional view

34
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schematic design_phase 2
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Scheme 2:
Renderings,
Floor plan overview,
and sectional view
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schematic design_phase 3

Final Deliverables
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Phase 3_Final Renders

An exhibit that will be used to promote the work and history of Ivan Doig
through an interactive and exploratory space. The exhibit must include
information about Ivan Doig with an emphasis on his writing, landscapes, and
people. This can be done through access of the digital archive, Acoustic Atlas,
and interactive spaces. The essence of the sheep wagon is used to create a
space of discovery to display information about Doig, the Yellowstone Writing
Project, and Doig’s books. Within the sheep wagon spaces, there is a writing
station with two typewriters, a mock sheep wagon, and a children’s area.
The main strategic moves include pause and discovery spaces, a
wandering path throughout the exhibit, and interactive activities for all ages.

For the final phase, we merge the two conceptual rendering ideas into one final idea that will
be further produced over the summer. The main ideas used for the final phase were
creating a journey through the exhibit space by drawing people in with modular exhibit pods
that creating separate zones within the space (such as a writing center, kids area,
presentation, and display spaces) in addition at using the geometries of the space to mitigate
the variety of noise levels.
The exhibit pods are designed to be modular in their construction methods and experiential in
their focus. Each exhibit space will allow an audio and visual component to be coupled within
the space (through projections of Montana Landscapes and audio exerts from the Audio Atlas
of Ivan Doig’s Achieves). Depending on the conditions of the day (if there is wind, sun, etc) the
pods will react to the exterior environment (i.e. move with the wind, be transparent when light
hits it, etc), which will create a variable space of differing environments. The pods will allow for
a layering of information and an interactive space (text and visual) to produce a provocative
display space to honor Ivan Doig and his work.
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Main Strategic Moves

- Placing all required items into space
- Creating spaces of pause and discovery throughout the space
- Create a path through the space with various activities at each point
- Incorporate interactive activities for all ages that help to disseminate the
information about Doig and encourage visitors of all ages to share the
knowledge they have gained, becoming disseminators themselves
- Individually create 2 sketches of the space ( 10 between group)
- Finalize 2 main sketches to show the Library group on Wed. April 12th
(this will be a digital model)
- Redesign for final concept and plan of space
39

schematic design_phase 3
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kid’s area
interactive archive
writing competition
entrance
writing center
doig’s books

c.b. booksellers

Final Design:
Floor Plan Overview
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Final Design:
Renderings
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schematic design_phase 3
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Final Design:
Rendering
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Final Design:
Rendering
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schematic design_business plan

This exhibit uses the combination of both donated labor as well as content.
Carol Doig started with the donation of all of Ivan Doig’s work to the Montana
State University Library. The Montana State University School of Architecture
donated time and labor by designing and building the exhibit in conjunction
with the Montana State University Library. Material has been donated by
Montana State University as well as the Fairgrounds, Kenyon Noble and the
Library. Other contributors to further disseminate the information from the
exhibit consist of Country Bookshelf, the Yellowstone Writing Club and the
Montana State University Film School.

50' - 0"

8' - 0"
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Financials and Funding Strategy

Materials and Measurements

Donations

18' - 10"

'16
0"
'13

0"

Final Design:
Floor Plan

Tension Cables
Light
Strong
Lateral Reinforcement

Canvas Roof (Tyvek)
Light
Aesthetics of a Sheep Wagon
Flexible

Wood Siding
Lateral Reinforcement
Pinning/Hanging
Aesthetics of a Sheep Wagon

Wood Structure
Easy to Build
Strong
Light
Can be Made Portable
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Labor

Financial

Material

SoA (Design)
Student (Workstudy)

Third Party

MSU
Fairgrounds
Keyon Noble
Library
Carol Doig

Other Contributors
Country Bookshelf
Yellowstone Writing Club
Actors
MSU Film School
45

schematic design_business plan
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Risk Management + Exit Strategy

RISK
No One Comes

The exhibit needs three main components to be considered a success; visitors
come to the exhibit, visitors learn from the exhibit, and there is a return on the
time invested in the project. The risks that follow these elements are; no one
comes, no one learns and there is no return on invested time. To mitigate these
risks the use of promotions and advertisements, elements within the exhibit,
and community outreach is used. If none of these mitigation strategies are
successful, shifting to a more large scale dissemination strategy of displaying
the exhibit to the city of Bozeman, archiving and sharing the exhibit digitally or
displaying at a bookstore or the public library can be used.

No One Learns

No Return on Invested Time

MITIGATION
Promotion & Advertising
Dress Up/Children Activities
(60% Of Fair Goers are Children)
Night Activities
Film
Glow in the Dark

Scales of Information
Graphics/Text Ratio
Education Activities w/key
Given to School: Heritage Day
Play up Objects

Shakespeare in the Park
Continual Community Activity
Hike and Read
Community Outreach

Large Scale Dissemination

Display to the City of Bozeman
Digital Archiving/Sharing
Display for Library/Bookstore
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Appendix B

Group Work Plan

Things To Include In Exhibit (per the library)

Week 8_March 6th-March 10th
Task: (First Draft ‘Pitch Book due’) + (Meeting on March 8th_Library Crew_SD Phase 1)

Who was Ivan Doig & how he became a writer
-Focus on photos and text from the archive to tell his store and his writing career
-Introduce people to his work and world of writing
-Free standing print display which the text and images can be moved
-“Maze-like” experience through Ivan’s life
Geography, Landscapes, & People
-Show Ivan’s passion for MT
-Use audio from the archive to enhance the MT experience and create interaction
-55”-60” monitor will be used and speakers (all a freestanding unit)
Sheep Wagon
- Create an interactive experience which the visitor can feel what it was like in the
wagon and life around the wagon.
-Must contain the major components of a sheep wagon but does not have to be to
scale also include typewriters
-Physical elements of wagon that need to be included - wheels, stairs to enter, canvas
roof with ribbing to support, window in rear with image of MT landscape
-Elements which maybe added to wagon, Ipads, dress up supplies, wool or other
items you would find when the sheep wagon is in use
Digital Archive
-Digitally be able to explore the archive, adding to material displayed at the fair.
-Two 32” screens will be used
Country Bookshelf
-Will sell books and products related to Ivan’s work (part time use)
-Lockable storage area is required,4-5 book boxes (17’’x12 3/8’’x 12 3/8’’)
-6’ rectangular table to sell the books
Yellowstone Writing Project
-Provide place for writing and information (multifunctional)
-An 8’ table and storage area for writing tubs is required.
Display of Ivan’s books
-Slim bookshelf which displays Ivan’s books. (recycled materials)
2 Typewriters

Week 9_March 13th-March 17th (Spring Break)
Task: n/a
Week 10_March 20th-24th
Task: Funding Strategy Meeting-Risk Management
Week 11_March 27th-31st
Task: (SD Phase 2_March 29) + (Meeting with Library Crew)
Week 12_April 3rd-7th
Task: (SD Phase 3_April 5)
Week 13_April 10th-14th
Task: (Kenyon Noble Trip (Business Plan Discussion) + Model Making)
Week 14_April 17th-21st
Task: (Final Design Preparation Begin) + (Exit Strategy)
Week 15_April 24th-28th
Task: (Financial Wrap Up)
Week 16_May 4th
Project Due (3 copies professionally printed and perfect bound)
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